Social network has become a very popular way for internet users to communicate and interact online. The socia; networks provide a platform to maintain a contact with friends. Increasing social network's popularity allows all of them to collect large amounts of personal details about their users. Globally, the issue of identifying spammers have received great attention due to its practical relevance in the field of social network analysis. Social network community users are fed with irrelevant information while surfing, due to spammer's activity. Spam pervades any information system such as e-mail or web, social, blog or reviews platform. The aim of this paper is to examine previous works in the field of spam detection in social networks, the study attempts to review various spam detection frameworks which details about the detection and elimination of spam's in various sources, By classification and Clustering Method of spam detection and by raising security awareness among the users of social networks and stake holders , by prescribing a strategic approach or data mining approach for analyzing the nature of spam detection on social networks..
INTRODUCTION
Impact of social spam is already important. A social spam message is potentially seen by all the followers and recipients' friend. Even worse, it might havoc and misdirection in public and trending topic of discussion. Spammers always abused the trust to publish comments with URLs, misdirecting all kinds of users to completely unrelated websites [2] .
In today's world, some sites such as Facebook, Twitter and Sinaweibo have been placed among 20 websites with the highest internet visitors. Most of the social networks have offered mobile operating system, which allow users to access services the site via the cell phone so they can possibly access them everywhere [4] .
With the advent of Social plug-in such as Like on Facebook, tweet on Twitter, integration between social network and the websites is difficult. Usage of social networks with the web voluntaries can induce spammers for malicious operation [6] [8] .
Understanding security threats in spam world has come along way, social networks usually regulate that personal information is visible to whom. From the security threat perspective, the social networks have unique features. Users share usually a significant part of their personal information with their friends. This information may be private or public. If information is private, so accessing to it is regulated by a reliable network. In this condition, the user only allows friends to see the information. Unfortunately, sites on the social networks don't provide mechanisms of a strong identity confirmation, therefore the user pervades hidden in the account of another person. In addition, usually the users get the popularity accept any friend requests and disclose their personal information for the unknown people. Most users of the social network sites, click easily on sending links by friends who, even if they do not know that person in their own real life. This behaviour may be abused by spammers who advertise a website [3] [11] .Spam are of different forms, they are e-mail spam, comment spam, instant messenger spam, unsolicited text message spam and social networking spam [5] , to reduce or eliminate spams various anti-spam methods have been proposed in state of the art research [5] , it classified anti-spam strategies into three categories : (1) Prevention Base, (2) Detection based, (3) Demotion based. There are various anti-spam strategies as content based, link based, graph analysis, clocking scheme but in spite of having various anti-spam strategies there are various open challenges to these anti-spam strategies which need to be addressed.
They are many data mining approach on spam detection on social networks, There are some filtering techniques such as Transactional Analysis Filters can reduce spam's considerably. Each of the social networks need to build a dependence spam filter for itself and currently they support 19 from one spam team to maintain a spam prevention technique [5] .
In this paper, we will consider various articles about spam detection on social networks, for this purpose, we examine the features of spam user account detection in the second section and other related works on social spam detection on social networks. The third section is devoted to study attempts to review various spam detection frameworks which details about the detection and elimination of spam's in various sources. Fourth section refers to classification and clustering methods for spam detection and by raising security awareness among the users of social networks and stake holders. The fifth section will be prescribing the strategic approach and data mining approach for analyzing the nature of spam detection on social networks.
RELATED WORK
Spam Detection Features on Social Networks:
They are many research works on field of spam detection on the social networks, each of these studies has raised one or more features for spam detection, some journals and articles have written just for a social network and some have examined different networks. in addition, some have written about the spam user accounts detection and some were about spam wall post detection in the social networks. we will study each of these case individually in different parts.
In 2010, Alex Hai Wang [8] divided the features of the Twitter spammers into two groups: content-based and graphbased features and described the comment completely about spam detection..
In content-based features part, it was mentioned there are four features to detect spam user account.
•
Repetitive Tweets: If a user account sends' repetitive tweets, it will be known as a spammer.
• Links: If most of the sent tweets from a user account contain the link, they will be known as spammer.
• Trending topics: if a user account sends unrelated material to trending topics, it will be known as spammer.
• Replies and Mentions: If most of the tweets sent from a user account containing the replies and mentions, known as spammer.
In graph-based features, Twitter can be modelled as a social graph model. Spammers follow a large number of users, but those who follow them are limited. This ratio is called follow rate or credibility degree. Surely, if followers are lower than followings, so credibility degree will be low and near to zero and it will be a spam account with a high possibility.
In 2010, According to Miller et al [7] considered six features for spam detection on Facebook, Twitter and MySpace.
i. FF ratio(R): ratio of sending friend requests number to the number of users that have accepted the request is intended as a measure for spam detection.
ii. URL ratio (R): The second feature for spam detection is presence of URL in wall posts. Spammers send links to own wall posts and gather other user account links together.
iii. Message Similarity (S): the third feature is penetration of similarity between sending messages by a user. In terms of two features of message size and content, more spammers, send very similar messages. Parameter similarity S is defined to:
(1)
That P is a set of possible message-message compounds between each of two entered messages for one special account, p is unique couple. P (c) is a function of words number calculation for two shared messages. la is the length of messages sent by a user and lp is some of messages compounds. , while S has low value.
iv. Selecting and Searching by Friends (F):
The fourth feature, is related to this issue that, whether there are user accounts that have searched the determined account as their friend or not. This property is called F and defined to:
That Tn is the total number of names among the friends' user account and Dn is different name number. Legal user accounts have this property with the value near 1 however, spammers may reach to 2 value or more. In 2014, XianganZheng and his colleagues [3] , examine and adopts the spammer feature to detect spammer and test the results over SinaWeibo, the biggest social networks site in China. The major novelty of the paper is to study a set of most important features related to message content and user behavior.
The feature algorithms and experiment testing, ten most important feature and the weight of these feature are identified.
In 2014, Zachary Miller and his colleagues [7] , used the following features for spammer's detection:
The number of followers, the number of friends, the number of interests, the number of lists, the number of tweets, the number of retweets, authenticated user, date, rate of followers, the number of links, the number of mentions and hash tag. Jacob Soman and S.Murugappan, 2014 [2] , study of spam detection algorithm on social media network by extracting the the features of spam and spam analysis, classification method were used, while the precision, recall, F-measure and Accuracy are minimal compare to others.
Khurana and Kumar, 2015 [4] , review the efficient spam detection on social networks, Twitter and SinaWeibo, Using Classification method, SVM and Naïve bayes were used as algorithm.
In 2012, Faraz Ahmed and MuhammedAbulaish [9] , used an approach based on Markov Clustering (MCL) for spam profiles detection on social networks and they worked on real data set network of Facebook. They modelled the social networks with a weighted graph, in which user accounts were considered as nodes and their interactions as the edges on the graph.
SPAM DETECTION FRAMEWORK AND FEATURES ON SOCIAL NETWORKS
In 2013,Juan Martinez and friends [10] ,offered a way based on two new aspect for spam tweets detection. One of them is to detect spam tweets in isolation and without previous information and the other is detection of spam tweets by using statistical analysis of language in trending topics.
In addition, they have developed a machine learning system with orthogonal features, which can be used in combination with other feature for spam detection.
They have considered 12 content-based a series of statistical properties of language features for this purpose.
Content-based features include the following:
" The number of links in each word, the number of Hash tags in each word, the number of words, the number of characters, the number of links, the numbers of Hash tags, the number of words which are member of list spam words, the number of words, the number of written tweets on a topic by the user and last time that user posted a tweet".Text mining of suspicious tweet in trending issues is very important, then 10 tweets before and 10 tweets after will be examined to determine, target tweet has a semantic relationship with the issue or not. Also, other tweets are sent by user on a page and its relationship with and popular issues are examined. Then it is modelled as linguistic Characteristic of the models, The cost of the operation is very low, but has a considerable impact.
In 2011 De Wang and host of friends [1] comes up with the friendly social network framework with the benefits include the following:
1) New Social Networks can be Plug into the system, preventing spam at an early stage, experiment was conducted on real data set to demonstrate the flexibility and feasibility of the framework.
2) Accuracy of spam detection will improve with a large amount of data across social networks.
3) Spam detection approaches and techniques like Black list, Grey list and Shingling can be integrated and centralized into an architectural framework.
4) New spam detected on one social network can be quickly be identified across social network.
Social spam detection framework can be classified into the three section, which are the following i. Mapping and Assembly ii.
Pre-filtering iii. Classification
Mapping and Assembly
Mapping transforms incoming social is networks objects into the respective object model in the framework. Mapping is done automatically by providing to the framework a list of incoming attributes and their attributes in the respective model. While Assembly is the process of probing each model object for associated objects and then subsequently fetching those model objects.
Pre-Filtering
In order to reduce classification cost, we adopt fast-path approaches to quickly filter out previous classified or similar spam in incoming social network objects, some of the approaches are involved
• Blacklists: list of some entries, such as URL, DNS and IP address, which are to be immediately rejected. Entries are added to these lists due to prior spamming or bad behaviour.
• Similarity matching: Hashing and Shingling can be used to quickly calculate similarity against previous spammy entries.
The approaches may have shortcoming due to their lag-time in detecting new spam, although their significantly improve time taken to classify an object as non-spam and spam.
Classification
This is one of the spam detection method, Classifier is build for each model and use over 40 different types of supervised machine learning classifiers include standard algorithms such as naïve bayes, Logit boost , support vector machines, Jrip, J48 to mention few. There are other things that involve Like Model, objects that associated with the classifiers.
Spam detection framework to detect spam on multiples social network and is resilient to evolution due to the spam armsrace.
In 2010, HongyuGao and his friends [11] , examined a way for diagnosis and posts description and campaigns of social spam. Study on wall posts are analyzed and focused on posts that contain a link. In the second phase, features of destructive wall post are analyzed. To detect wall posts spam, it is used semantic similarity criteria. Then, for differentiation identification in normal wall posts or spam posts behavioural signs are used. Each single account can send special number of wall posts, so spammers must apply more user accounts to great campaigns. Spam campaigns must be detected from the counterfeit accounts before identification there to obtain maximum productivity; as a result, in terms of time, the posts of every campaign are sequenced.
CLASSIFICATION AND CLUSTERING METHOD IN SPAM DETECTION ON SOCIAL NETWORKS
Methods that have been used for spam detection generally can be classified in two groups: classification and clustering methods. In this section, we examined different ways of articles for spam detection. showed the results of spam detection process for various parameters and algorithms in the social networks.
Classification Methods
In most previous works in field of spam detection in the social networks, classification methods were used. In [2] , it is compared various Classification algorithms such as decision tree, nerves networks, support vector machine and k-nearest neighbor. The Bayesian classification algorithm is used to detect suspicious behaviors from common behaviors, data analyses and examination of the spam detection system in Social networks. Results showed Bayesian classification algorithm has the best performance to measure F and detection ratio.
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In Bayesian classification algorithm is used to detect spam in Twitter network.
Bayesian classification algorithm are used, J48 and JRIP to detect spammers in the network, Facebook and Twitter.
• Clustering Methods: Cluster analysis or clustering is the task of grouping a set of objects in such a way that objects in the same group (called acluster) are more similar (in some sense or another) to each other than to those in other groups (clusters).
It is used ongoing data clustering method for spammer detection on twitter, algorithms like DenStream and StreamKM ++ algorithms are used in combination. 
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NEED FOR SPAM DETECTION ALGORITHMS ON SPAM DETECTION
Spam detection is becoming a big challenges and issues for the service providers and social networks users due to the following negative impact which is very dangerous [5] 1. Spam deteriorates the quality of search result and deprive legitimate websites of revenue.
2. Spam have economic impact since a high ranking provides large free advertising and so an increase in web traffic volume.
3. It weakens the trust of a user in search engine provider which is especially tangible issue due to zero cost of switching from one search provider to another.  Trust modelling most of the current techniques for noise and spam reduction focus only on textual tag processing and user profile analysis while audio and visual content features of multimedia content can also provide useful information about the relevance of the content tag relation. In future challenge could be to combine multimedia content analysis with conventional tag processing and user profile analysis.
From the above study we have studied various spam detection algorithms on social networks, in understanding the security threat posed by the spam activities to users and service providers globally. In Our general opinion, we have been able to explore the security and privacy threat pose by the spam activities; at first we must understand the network and its features. For this purpose, network should be considered from different angles. then features of spammers and spam posts should be determined. After determining the features, a proper way for spam detection should be chosen. Clustering and Classification methods have a lot of algorithms. Therefore, the most appropriate algorithm should be identify and should be work on.
